
inch SSR wheels for a total of $1332.
Each of these feathery hoops weighs six
pounds less than a stock one despite their
larger size. For tires, we used the rea-
sonably priced Kumho Ecsta Supra 712
($99 each), size 235/40ZR-17, which
preserve the stock tires’rolling diameter.

All these kits replace only the stock
front brakes. That’s because front-heavy
production cars such as the WRX rely
on the front wheels to do about 80 per-
cent of the braking. When you apply the
brakes to slow the car, the braking force
is exerted on the pavement at road level.
The center of gravity of the decelerating
car is roughly 20 inches higher. As a
result, the load on the front tires
increases, while the load on the rear tires
is correspondingly decreased. Since tire
traction is almost directly proportional
with load, most of the braking force is allo-
cated to the front tires, where traction is
plentiful. Since the rear brakes play such
a small part in this, there would be little
gain in upgrading them.

Increasing the rotor size is important
because the brake rotors dissipate much of
the heat that is generated when the brakes
are applied. Aftermarket rotors dissipate
heat better than stock ones, owing not only
to their larger surface area but also to more
effective venting.

These kits come with larger one-piece
or “monoblock” calipers and two pairs of
opposing pistons. The stock calipers are a
two-piece sliding design with two pistons
on the inboard side. Caliper size is a small
component in fade resistance, as most of
the braking heat goes into the rotor.
Calipers, however, have a great effect on
pedal feel and modulation. The extra stiff-
ness of the aftermarket calipers gives the
pedal a harder, more confident feel. (Ref-
erence “Where Does ‘Good Brake Feel’
Come From?” C/D, August 1999.) 

Brake pads have a huge effect on both
pedal feel and fade. Pads are designed to

operate in predetermined heat ranges. For
example, a pad made for the demands of
racing—and the subsequent intense heat
that is generated—might not perform well
when “cold.” Conversely, a pad meant for
street use—one that has to work well when
it’s cold as well as when it’s moderately
hot, without squealing—could lose effec-
tiveness once it’s punished on a track.
There’s no such thing as a pad that works
perfectly at every temperature. Since street
pads have to work when they’re at minus-
30 degrees, they tend to give up perform-
ance at higher temperatures. 

Testing these brakes took considerable
time. To ensure that all the systems were
properly broken in, we installed each brake
kit and performed the recommended break-
in procedures a week before we conducted
tests. We also replaced the stock brake fluid
with Motul RBF 600 Factory Line high-
temperature fluid because fade can also be
caused by boiling brake fluid. The Motul
fluid costs about $20 to fill a system.

After installing a kit and bleeding the
system, we first performed three stops
from 40 mph to test effectiveness when
cold. Next we performed three of our usual
stops from 70  to 0 mph. To test fade resist-
ance, we let the brakes cool to ambient
temperature and then did 25 stops from 90
mph with a time interval of 22 seconds
between each stop. Finally, to get a feel for
each system’s pedal effort and modulation,
we let the brakes cool again, disabled the
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price, rotor rotor size, caliper piston
complete weight, diameter/ weight, size, leading/

kit pounds thickness, in pounds trailing, mm contact

BREMBO F50 $2995 15.8 13.1/1.3 8.6 40.0/44.0 714–641–5831
www.brembo.com

BREMBO LOTUS $2595 12.9 12.9/1.1 6.8 36.0/40.0 714–641–5831
www.brembo.com

PRODRIVE $1999 16.5 13.0/1.1 9.1 34.9/41.3 888–541–1777
www.tirerack.com

STOPTECH $1695 13.9 12.9/1.1 9.3 36.0/40.0 310–325–4799 
www.stoptech.com

STOCK — 14.2 11.6/0.9 10.8 43.0/43.0* —

STOCK with HAWK $130 — — — — 888–541–1777 
HP PLUS PADS www.tirerack.com

*The stock calipers use a sliding style caliper with a total of two pistons on the inboard side. 
All the aftermarket systems use two pairs of opposing pistons for a total of four pistons.
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By the end of the test, we were able to install each kit in about an hour. Your time may vary. 

stopping distance, feet

40–0 mph, 70–0 mph, 90–0 mph,
3-stop 3-stop 25-stop

average/ average/ average/ 70–0 mph,
best best best ABS off

BREMBO F50 66/ 185/ 299/ 195
65 183 288

BREMBO LOTUS 68/ 200/ 305/ 191
65 196 294

PRODRIVE 66/ 198/ 308/ 198
68 194 295

STOPTECH 70/ 187/ 297/ 189
64 186 290

STOCK 66/ 205/ 340/ 192
63 196 317

STOCK with HAWK 68/ 187/ 316/ 198
HP PLUS PADS 63 184 299
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